Sustaining Members of CIPA are individuals, organisations, institutions or agencies who manufacture or distribute instruments, equipment or supplies, or who operate or provide services in the fields of building surveys, photogrammetry, remote sensing, geo-informatics, computer sciences, conservation or documentation; or who are engaged in research and education; or who are simply assisting the mission of CIPA in providing all ICOMOS areas with technical know-how for surveying, recording and documentation of cultural heritage; and who support the operations of CIPA financially.

CIPA invites you to apply for membership as a Sustaining Member. This will enable CIPA to better forward technical know-how world-wide, especially to the developing countries and those in transition, and to reach more commitment for inventory, documentation and monitoring of mankind’s cultural heritage, specially of the World Heritage. CIPA believes that change detection in due time and an early change analysis play an important role for conservation as well as for the future development of heritage sites and of their environment. Your assistance and influence are highly appreciated.

The benefits for you could be:

- To use this prestigious membership for marketing purposes;
- To reach a great variety of people, professions and institutions in the area of conservation and development of heritage sites;
- To profit from a discount rate for exhibit space at CIPA Symposia and Workshops;
- To take part and to influence by voting the CIPA Symposia Exhibitions;
- To inform the CIPA Members via the CIPA Mailing List about commercial news and activities, however such advertisement has to show after its title line (Advertisement of Sustaining Member of CIPA);
- To make use in the same manner of one free web page on CIPA’s web-site and to link to this and to your web-site;
- To use the CIPA newsletter to promote your work and activities.

For your application for sustaining membership please use the attached form in order not to forget more or less important information needed for our communication. You find this form for application also on our web-site for direct handling at http://cipa.icomos.org/index.php?id=10.

We are looking forward welcoming you as a new Sustaining Member of CIPA.

Sincerely Yours,

Dr Stratos Stylianidis, Secretary General of CIPA

Attachments:
Application for Sustaining Membership of CIPA
Application for Sustaining Membership of CIPA, the ICOMOS and ISPRS Committee on Documentation of Cultural Heritage

Name of Institution
Name of contact person
Street address
Town
CIP-Code
State
Country
Phone
Fax
Email
Web page
Number of Employees
Category of CIPA Sustaining Membership

I attached a statement (less than 1000 words) describing our activities and interests relevant to the mission of CIPA.

I have received and carefully read the Statutes of CIPA.

Place and Date

Signature and – for firms and institutions - stamp

Please send your application by fax or email AND by normal mail to the Secretary General of CIPA or to its President or Vice-President.